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Abstract— TCP has been found to perform poorly in the presence of spurious timeouts (ST) caused by delay spikes which are especially more frequent in today’s wireless mobile networks than in
traditional wired network. Because STs are generally considered
to represent a transient state in wired networks, previous research
did not consider the effects of ST on the steady state performance
of TCP. In this paper, we propose an analytical model for the sending rate and throughput of TCP Reno as a function of packet error
rate and characteristics of spurious timeouts. The proposed model
has been validated against simulation results and has been found
to be more accurate than previous models in the presence of spurious timeouts.

I. I NTRODUCTION
TCP was initially designed for wired networks, and hence
performs poorly in the presence of delay spikes which are especially more frequent in today’s wireless mobile networks than
in traditional wired network [1], [2], [3], [4]. A sudden increase of the instantaneous round trip time (RT T ) beyond the
sender’s retransmission timeout value (RT O) causes Spurious
Timeouts1 (ST) which produces serious end-to-end TCP performance penalty [2], [3], [5]. Causes of delay spikes in
a wireless mobile environment include [1]: (1) handoff of a
mobile host between cells, (2) physical disconnection of the
wireless link, (3) excessive retransmission by Radio Link Control (RLC) layer in wireless mobile networks (such as GPRS
and CDMA2000), (4) higher-priority traffic, such as circuitswitched voice, can preempt (block) the data traffic temporarily.
A number of mechanisms have been proposed in the literature to improve the performance of TCP in the presence of ST
or SFR. For example, the Eifel algorithm [5], TCP D-SACK option [6], and conservative management of TCP’s retransmission
timer [4]. However, there is no analytical framework to compare the performance and effectiveness of these improvements.
During recent years, several papers have reported analytical
models to predict the throughput of TCP during bulk file transfers [7], [8], [9]. The models by Lakshman et. al. [7] and Mathis
et. al. [8] only considered slow start and congestion avoidance,
but not timeouts. The model proposed by Padhye et. al. [9] improves the one in [8] by considering the effect of timeouts and
limited receiver window; this model is more accurate than previous models for correlated losses and a wide range of packet
loss rates. However, none of the above models considers the
effect of ST on the steady state throughput of TCP. In wireless
mobile environments, STs should be considered explicitly in order to accurately model the steady state throughput of TCP. This
1 Spurious timeout is defined as a timeout which would not have happened
if the sender waited long enough. It is a timeout resulting in retransmission due
to a segment being delayed (but NOT lost) beyond RT O [5].
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paper differs from previous research in the fact that the model
proposed in the paper explicitly takes into account the effect of
ST on the steady state performance of TCP. We use the result
of Padhye et. al. [9] as a basis of our work. From this point on,
we will use ”PFTK” (the initials of the authors) to refer to this
model.
The model proposed in this paper is expected to have significant impact on future transport layer research as follows:
(1) There is always a fundamental trade off between the rapidness of detection of true losses versus the risk of unnecessary
retransmissions when designing an RTO calculation algorithm
or setting related parameters. For example, the TCP parameter
RT Omin , the lower bound of the RTO value, has a significant
impact on the effectiveness of the RTO estimator [10]. There
is no existing method to optimally set RT Omin , and the current practice is to set it to twice the clock granularity. Since our
proposed model considers the effect of ST, it can assist in determining an appropriate value of RT Omin . (2) There is an increasing research interest to study the interaction between TCP
and lower layer protocols in wireless environments [11], [2].
The settings of lower layer protocols, such as handoff schemes
in Mobile IP and retransmission schemes at the link layer, have
a non-trivial impact on the frequency of TCP spurious timeouts. The model proposed in this paper can facilitate the finetuning of these settings in a more coordinated fashion in order
to achieve an optimal performance. (3) Our proposed model
can provide a framework for evaluating the impact of modifications proposed to TCP to alleviate the effects of ST, and to
compare the performance of the modified TCP with previous
versions of TCP. This will improve the current situation where
the modifications are mainly tested by simulations, and hence
may not be able to cover all possible network scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
the assumptions for developing our model are discussed, followed by the model in Sec. III. We then validate the accuracy
of the proposed model against simulations using the ns-2 network simulator in Sec. IV. We present the accuracy of our proposed model, and compare the performance of TCP under ST
obtained from our model with a previous TCP model in Sec. V.
Finally, we present concluding remarks in Sec. VI.
II. M ODELLING A SSUMPTIONS
The assumptions we have made for developing our analytical
model of TCP with STs are described below.
• To isolate only the impact of long delays and segment
losses on TCP, we assume that the sending rate is not limited by the advertised receiver window, and the sender al391
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Fig. 1. Segments sent during one Long Delay Period (LDP ).

Z T D duration of n instances of T DP s in one N P (see
Fig. 3).
Z T O duration of the timeout period in one N P (see Fig. 3).
Y
number of segments sent from the sender during one
T DP .
Mr number of segments sent during rth N P , r =
1, 2 · · · m.
R
number of retransmitted segments during the timeout
period in one N P .
RD number of retransmitted segments during D.
SST value of slow start threshold at the end of a long delay
D.
v
the number of rounds needed to complete the slow
start stage after a long delay.
K
number of segments sent during the slow start stage
in an LDP .
U , G number of segments sent during one LDP and one
LDC respectively.

III. A NALYTICAL M ODEL
In this section, our objective is to develop an analytical model
for the sending rate and throughput of TCP as a function of
packet error rates and long delays. First, we will determine the
sending rate (Sec. III-D), and then the throughput (Sec. III-E)
will be obtained by subtracting the lost and spuriously retransmitted segments from the sending rate. The model for the sending rate is developed by analyzing the dynamics of the sender’s
window around a long delay (Sec. III-B). We describe below
the notations that are used in our model.
A. Notations
The notations used in this paper are given below. Our model
is based on the modelling approach used by PFTK model. For
the sake of consistency and ease of understanding by the reader,
we therefore use many of the terminology and notations used
in [9].
I
interval between long delays.
D
duration of the long delay.
p
packet error rate.
b
number of segments acknowledged by one ACK segment. b = 2 when delayed acknowledgment is used
at the receiver.
RT T expected value of round trip time when there is no
long delay.
T0
converged RTO value as defined in Sec. III-B.
W
TCP sender window size.
B, T steady state sending rate and throughput, respectively,
of TCP connection.
T DP triple duplicate period, i.e. the time between two successive triple duplicate loss indications.
LDP long delay period, which consists of one T DP , one
long delay, one slow start, and a second T DP (see
Fig. 1).
N P ”normal period”, which consists of n instances of
T DP and one instance of timeout period (see Fig. 3).
n
number of T DP s in one N P .
LDC long delay cycle, which consists of m N P s and one
LDP (see Fig. 3).
m
number of N P s in one LDC.
Z T DP , Z N P , Z LDP duration of one T DP , N P , and LDP ,
respectively, note that A and S is used in [9] instead
of Z T DP and Z N P .
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ways has sufficient data to send. Possible extension of our
model to limited receiver window is outlined in Sec. VI.
Segment losses in a round are independent from losses in
other rounds. Here, a ”round” is defined as the time between the sending of the first segment in a window to the
receipt of the corresponding acknowledgment (ACK). We
assume that all other segments which were sent after the
first lost segment in a specific round are also lost (same
assumption as in PFTK [9]).
The time required to send a window of data is smaller
than an RTT. This assumption was also used in the PFTK
model [9].
Our goal is to model the effect of delay spikes caused by
mobile handoffs, link layer retransmissions, and packet
rerouting on the performance of TCP. We therefore, do not
explicitly consider the fluctuation of round trip time measurements caused by queueing delays. We assume that,
in the absence of delay spikes, these measurements compose a stationary random process with an expected value
of RT T .

B. Dynamics of sender window around a long delay
We first analyze the dynamics of the sender’s window around
a long delay. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of sender’s window size
as represented by the number of segments that can be sent. At
each round the window is increased by 1/b. After Xi rounds,
the long delay (D) begins, when some of the segments in the
Xi -th round are delayed (segments marked ”d”). Since the long
delay is of a much larger timescale than a round, any extra segments that were sent in round Xi+1 , corresponding to the ACKs
of successfully delivered segments of round Xi , are also delayed. After T0 seconds, which is the converged value of RTO
when the round trip time is stable for a relatively long period of
time, the sender will timeout and reduce the window to one and
retransmit the first delayed segment. If it is not acknowledged
within 2T0 , the sender will retransmit it again, and so on. The
number of retransmissions during the long delay is denoted by
RD ; all these retransmitted segments are also delayed. Eventually, when the ACK for the first delayed segments comes back
after the long delay has cleared, the sender will enter slow start
and spuriously retransmit all the delayed segments (segments
marked ”s”). The sender will exit slow start when the window
hits the slow start threshold (denoted SST ).
TCP Reno starts fast retransmit after receiving three duplicate ACKs, which are called triple-duplicate loss indications.
Triple Duplicate Period (TDP) is defined in [9] as a period between two successive triple-duplicate loss indications. We define a Long Delay Period (LDP) as consisting of two consecutive TDPs, one long delay, and one slow start as shown in Fig. 1.
Note that even though the first period, labelled with TDPi in
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E(Y ) and E(Z T DP ) in Eqns. (3) and (4) can be determined
from Eqns. (6) and (7), which can be obtained from the PFTK
model [9] as follows:
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Fig. 2. (a) Variation of RTT showing four long delays, and (b) model of long
delays.

the figure, does not end with a triple duplicate loss indication,
the number of segments sent and the duration of TDPi is the
same as other TDPs, so we just use TDP for convenience. The
sender’s window was Wi−1 at the end of TDPi−1 ; after the fast
retransmit, it has been reduced to Wi−1 /2, which is the sender’s
window at the start of TDPi .
C. Statistical modelling of the long delay pattern
In this section, we develop a model for the long delay pattern,
which will be used to model the sending rate in Sec. III-D. The
round trip times as measured by the sender in the presence of
long delays is shown in Fig. 2(a). We use a two-state Markov
chain to model the start and end of a long delay as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The two states are: Interval between long delays (SI )
and long Delay (SD ). Here, we assume that the length of the SI
and SD states are both exponentially distributed, with d and q
being the transition probabilities from state SI to state SD and
state SD to state SI , respectively. By solving the Markov chain
in Fig. 2(b), the relationship between I and D can be expressed
as:
d E(I)
E(D) =
q

D. Modelling the TCP sending rate
In this section, we consider the sending rate of TCP as a function of p, I, and D. The average sending rate of TCP can be
calculated as
B(p, I, D) =

mE

E(G)
+ E (Z LDP )

(Z N P )

(2)

(3)

The duration of LDP can be written as the sum of the time duration of the two TDP periods, the long delay, and one slow
start stage, minus the overlapping area (2RT T ) between D and
TDPi :
=

2E(Z T DP ) + E(D) + v RT T − 2RT T

=

2E(Z T DP ) + E(D) + (v − 2) RT T



=

b
E(W ) + 1
2





8
3bp

RT T

(6)

(7)

Next, we derive the three unknown variables (E(RD ), v, and
E(K)) in Eqns. (3) and (4).
Determination of E(RD ): Since we assume that D is exponentially distributed (see Sec. III-C) with mean E(D), if the
sender experiences a long delay of D, the probability that there
is one timeout is:
P r (T0 < D ≤ 2T0 )

=

P r(D ≤ 2T0 ) − P r(D ≤ T0 )

=

e

T

2T

0
− E(D)

0
− E(D)

−e

(8)

Similarly, the probability of j timeouts is:




2j−1 T

− E(D)0

P r 2j−1 T0 < D ≤ 2j T0 = e

2j T

0
− E(D)

−e

(9)

Because the sender sends out a segment when a timeout occurs, the number of segments sent during D is the same as the
number of timeouts. since the sender can backoff a maximum
of 6 times to get a RT O of 64T0 , the number of segments sent
can be expressed as:
E(RD )

=

=

1P r (T0 < D ≤ 2T0 ) + 2P r (2T0 < D ≤ 4T0 ) +
· · · + 6P r (32T0 < D ≤ 64T0 )
5 


2j T

0
− E(D)

e

64T

0
− E(D)

−e



(10)

j=0

Determination of v: After the long delay, the SST value
will be max(Wi /2, 2) if there is only one timeout during D,
otherwise it will be two for two or more timeouts. The probability that there are two or more timeouts is:
2T

0
− E(D)

P r (D > 2T0 ) = e

(11)

Therefore, the expected value of SST after the long delay is:

2T0
T0
2T0 
− E(D)

where, the numerator denotes the number of segments sent during one Long Delay Cycle (LDC) (to be derived in Sec. III-D.2)
and the denominator is the duration of an LDC. We first look at
the macroscopic behavior of one LDP in Sec. III-D.1, which
will then be used to determine the number of segments sent and
the duration of an LDC.
1) Analysis of a Long Delay Period (LDP): The total number of segments sent during one LDP is the sum of segments
sent during two T DP periods, the timeout period, and the slow
start stage (Fig. 1):
E(U ) = 2E(Y ) + E(RD ) + E(K)

(5)

1−p
1−p
+ E(W ) =
+
p
p

=

E(Z T DP )

(1)

Given a model for the lower layer events (such as link layer retransmission, mobile handoff, etc. [12]) that cause long delays,
we can obtain the values of E(I), E(D), d, and q to be used in
Eqn. (1).

E(Z LDP )

8
3bp

=

E(SST ) = max(Wi /2, 2) e

− E(D)

−e

− E(D)

+ 2e

(12)

During the slow start, if the receiver adopts delayed acknowledgment, the sender’s congestion window will grow by half of
the window size in the previous round according to the following rule:
 cwnd 
j

cwndj+1 = cwndj +

with cwnd1 = 1,

2

j = 1, 2, 3 · · ·

(13)

which can be approximated as:
 j
cwndj =

3
2

j = 1, 2, 3 · · ·

(14)

End of the slow start stage at E(SST ) after v rounds implies
that cwndv = E(SST ); the number of rounds needed to complete this stage is approximately expressed as:
(E(SST ))

(4)
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v = log3/2

≈ 1.71 log (E (SST ))

(15)
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Referring to Fig. 3, the interval between long delays (I) consists of a slow start phase following the previous long delay, m
instances of N P and a T DP . We can calculate m as:
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Fig. 3. Sender window evolution during one Long Delay Cycle (LDC).
E(G) =

Determination of E(K): The number of segments sent in
each round of the slow start stage in Fig. 1 is given in Eqn. (14).
So the number of segments sent during slow start can be approximated by the sum of the segments sent during these v
rounds:
E(K) =

v  

3 j
j=1

2

≈3

 1.71 log(E(SST ))
3
2

−3

(16)

By substituting E(RD ), v, and E(K) from Eqns. (10), (15),
and (16) into Eqns. (3) and (4), we can obtain the number of
segments sent and the duration of one LDP.
2) Analysis of one Long Delay Cycle (LDC): In Eqn. (2),
Z N P can be obtained from [9] as given in Eqn. (17), E(Z LDP )
has already been developed in Sec. III-D.1, and E(G) depends
on m, E(U ), E(Mr ), E(R). E(Mr ) and E(R) can be obtained
from [9] as given in Eqns. (17) and (18) .
E(Z N P )

=
=

where fp

=



E(n)E(Z T DP ) + E Z T O





1+

6


E(Mr ) = E(n)E(Y ) + E(R) =

+

min 1, 3

8
3bp
3bp
8



+

1
1−p

=

E(R)

=



1

min 1,
1
1−p

3
E(W )



(22)

E. Modelling TCP throughput
We determine the TCP throughput by subtracting the spuriously retransmitted and lost segments from the sending rate (derived in Sec. III-D). Referring to Fig. 1, the delayed segments
in the Xi and Xi+1 -th rounds of the first TDP are subsequently
spuriously retransmitted during the slow start stage. Therefore,
we need to subtract one window of segments (E(W )) from
E(Y ).
E(Y1 ) = E(Y ) − E(W ) =

1−p
p

(23)

In the second TDP of the LDP period, the lost segments
(marked ”x”) need to be subtracted from the sending rate, i.e.
)
on the average, we need to subtract E(W
2 .
E(Y2 ) = E(Y ) −

(18)

E(n) and E(R) in Eqns. (17) and (18) can be determined from
Eqns. (19) and (20), which can be obtained from the PFTK
model [9] as given below.
E(n)

Mr + E(U ) = mE(Mr ) + E(U )

E(W )
1−p
E(W )
+
=
2
p
2

(24)

Because the segments retransmitted during the timeout period
are discarded by the receiver, we can replace E(R) in Eqn. (18)

) = 1. Replacing
with E(R ) = 1. Similarly, we have E(RD
E(Y ), E(R) and E(RD ) in Eqns. (3) and (18) with E(Y  ),

E(R ) and E(RD
), we obtain:

i=1



m


By substituting E(G) from Eqn. (22) into Eqn. (2), we can obtain the steady state sending rate of the TCP sender.

(17)

2i−1 pi

1−p
p

(21)

r=1



b
fp
E(W ) + 1 E(n)RT T + T0
2
1−p

E

− v · RT T

(Z N P )

Since one LDC consists of m instances of N P and ends
with one LDP
 , the
 duration
 of one LDC can be obtained as:
mE Z N P + E Z LDP
The total number of segments sent during one LDC is the
sum of segments sent during m instances of N P period and an
LDP period:

No. of rounds
Slow TDP
Start

D

E(I) − 2E Z

(19)
(20)

E(U ) has already been developed in Sec. III-D.1, which leaves
us with only determining m.
We define another term, called LDC (as shown in Fig. 3),
which starts with the end of the previous LDP. An LDC consists
of several instances of ”normal periods” (NP) at the beginning
and an LDP at the end. Here, the ”normal period” denotes the
time interval with no long delays, which is equal to the sum of
Z T D and Z T O ; values of Z T D and Z T O are obtained from [9]
as given in Eqn. (17).

E(U  )

=

E(Mr )

=


E(Y1 ) + E(RD
) + E(K) + E(Y2 )

E(n)E(Y2 ) + E(R )

(25)
(26)

Therefore, the average TCP throughput during one LDC can
be calculated as the total number of segments delivered to the
receiver divided by the duration of one LDC. The segments
delivered can be obtained by replacing E(U ) and E(Mr ) in
Eqn. (22) with E(U  ) and E(Mr ). Although we subtract the
spuriously retransmitted and lost segments from the total number of segments received at the receiver, the duration of an LDC
remains unchanged. We can write the throughput of the TCP
connection as:
T (p, I, D)

=

mE(Mr ) + E(U  )
mE(Z N P ) + E(Z LDP )

(27)

IV. S IMULATION SETUP
In order to validate the accuracy of our model presented in
Sec. III, we compare the results obtained from the analytical
model against simulation results obtained from the ns-2 network simulator in Sec. V. The long delays are simulated using
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Fig. 4. ns-2 simulation topology with hiccup and error modules.
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A. Comparison of sending rate estimation
We compare the predicted sending rate from our proposed
model and PFTK model against simulation results. Figs. 5
and 6 show the scenarios where RT T = 200ms, E(I) = 30 and
240 seconds, and E(D) ranges from 6 to 12 seconds. Fig. 5
shows that the proposed model can predict the sending rate
more accurately than the PFTK model. It is also shown that
when E(D) increases, as expected, the gap between the PFTK
model and the simulation result increases, but the proposed
model accommodates the increase of E(D) well. When E(I)
increases to 240 (Fig. 6), implying that the long delays are much
more sparse than the I = 30 scenario, the estimations from the
proposed model and the PFTK model are rather close. We repeated the above experiments for RT T = 400ms, and obtained
similar results as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
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Fig. 6. Sending rate estimation for RT T =200ms and E(I)=240 sec.

B. Comparison of throughput estimation
Next, we compare the predicted throughput from the proposed model and the PFTK model against the values obtained
from simulation. Here, we only show the result for RT T =
200ms, E(I) = 30 and E(D) ranging from 6 to 12 seconds in
Fig. 9. For other cases like shown in Sec. V-A, please refer to
our full-sized version of this paper at [13]
C. Mean square estimation error and error range
To investigate and compare the sensitivity of our proposed
model and the PFTK model to E(D)/E(I), RT T , and p, we
define Squared Estimation Errors of sending rate and through2

2

Ta −Ts
2
s
and

=
, respectively.
put as 2B = BaB−B
T
Ts
s
Here, Ba and Bs are the sending rate obtained from analytical models and simulations, respectively; similarly, Ta , and Ts
E(D)=6

2

10

Sending rate (segments/sec)

V. R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
model by comparing the sending rate and throughput predicted
by our model and the PFTK model against the values obtained
from simulation. To find out the sensitivity of these two models to different values of E(D)/E(I) ratio, RT T , and p, we
also compared the mean square estimation error and the 95%
confidence interval error range of the two models for these parameters.

E(D)=6

3

10

Packet error rate p

Sending rate (segments/sec)

an ns-2 module called ”hiccup” which delays all the arriving
segments for time D. The simulation topology is shown in
Fig. 4, where the link equipped with a hiccup module and an
error module. The packet error rate can thus be accurately controlled by the error module.
Values of relevant simulation parameters are summarized in
Table I. Note that we set the rwnd limit to a large value of 800
segments to avoid any effect of the advertised receiver window
on the sending rate and throughput. We also set the link bandwidth to a large value of 300Mbps to simulate the sender behavior of probing for available network bandwidth. The sending
rate and throughput are, therefore, only limited by the values of
p, I, and D.
We vary the interval between the long delays (I) with an expected value ranging from 30 to 240 seconds, and long delay
duration (D) with an expected value ranging from 2 to 12 seconds. For each p, I, D, RT T combination, we run the simulation for 100 times, with 300 seconds for each run to make the
simulation results statistically trustable.

Sending rate (segments/sec)

Fig. 5. Sending rate estimation for RT T =200ms and E(I)=30 sec.
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Fig. 7. Sending rate estimation for RT T =400ms and E(I)=30 sec.
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Fig. 8. Sending rate estimation for RT T =400ms and E(I)=240 sec.
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Fig. 11. Sending rate and throughput estimation error vs. RT T .
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are the throughput obtained from analytical models and simulations, respectively. The Mean Squared Estimation Error
(MSEE) is defined as the mean of the Squared Estimation Errors of sending rate and throughput as 2B and 2T , respectively.
The 95% confidence interval for 2B and 2T are represented by
2B and 2T , respectively. We compute and plot 2B and 2T for
both the proposed model and the PFTK model. We also investigated 2B and 2T which indicate the oscillation of the estimation
error around its mean value, of the two models.
First, we investigate the impact of the ratio E(D)/E(I) on
2B and 2T of the proposed and PFTK models. We define
E(D)/E(I) as the Long Delay Frequency (LDF), which represents the frequency of long delays within a period of time.
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) show 2B , 2T , 2B , and 2T versus LDF.
When LDF increases, PFTK model’s 2B and 2T increase dramatically. However, we can observe that the proposed model’s
2B and 2T are almost constant with increase of LDF values.
This is because a higher D/I ratio means longer delays with
relatively short intervals, thereby making the impact of long delays on the PFTK model more severe.
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Fig. 9. Throughput estimation for RT T =200ms and E(I)=30 sec.
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Fig. 10. Sending rate and throughput estimation error vs. LDF.

To determine the change of 2B and 2T of the two models
as a function of RT T , we investigate the sensitivity of 2B and
2T versus RT T . Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) show 2B , 2T , 2B , and

2T versus RT T . When the RT T increases, both 2B and 2T
decrease. This is due to the fact that the impact of long delays
on the sending rate and throughput becomes insignificant when
the RT T increases.
Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) show 2B , 2T , 2B , and 2T versus packet
error rates. When p increases, both 2B and 2T increase. We can
see that if we can control p < 0.1, we can expect the MSEE
of the bandwidth and throughput of the proposed model to be
under 5%.
VI. C ONCLUSION
TCP performs poorly in the presence of spurious timeouts
caused by delay spikes in today’s wireless mobile networks.
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Fig. 12. Sending rate and throughput estimation error vs. p.

Previous analytical models didn’t consider the effect of spurious timeouts on the steady state performance of TCP. In this
paper, we developed an analytical model and shown that the
proposed model is more accurate than the PFTK model in estimating the steady state sending rate and throughput of TCP in
presence of frequent long delays.
Due to space limitations, we could not present the extension
of our model to the finite receiver buffer case. However, the
extension can be done by changing Eqns. (5), (6), and (12), and
following the approach used in [9].
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